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THE ARCHWAY

Editori6/1y

O'pen Discussion
Non-existenl At
Brvant

Faculty Advice Clarified
This week, The ARCHWAY has received the greatest
number of Letters to the Editor that we can remember. This
is something that we have always encouraged.
T wo of these letters pertain to our "Advice on
Professors" which we printed in last week's issue. We would
like to make the following clarification for the two who
took the time to write and for those who didn't write; but
did, however, comment on the subject.
Very plainly, we had hoped that this feature of The
ARCHWAY would be taken in the same light in which it was
offered. Apparently, some didn't see it our way.
We think that it is only fair to mention that the idea was
raised everal weeks ago (by an ARCHWAY staff member)
that a serious and factual guide to instructors be offered by
The ARCHWAY to all Bryant students. We would like to
make this an actuality, and we would like it to see it happen
next Fall. In order to do this, we need help. If those
mentioned above are really concerned about the need for a
guide to instructors, then when the time comes to write and
publish such a guide, we will hope to hear from them again.

.__

Dear Editor,
There is one characteric
about this campus that disturbs
me. In an academic ommun ity,
there should be open and free
vigorous discussions about issues
that are important to the College.
On this campus, this does not
occur often because it seems that
many people are afraid to speak
out because of fear of punitive
action being taken.
When I wrote my last letter
to the editor, several people
jokingly asked me where I would
be teaching next year or about
my positi o n as reside n ce
counselor. I say joki ngly because
anyone who knows the court's
decisions on these matters know
that the e remarks couldn't be
taken seriously. Just as a student
can not be dismissed from school
for political activites or anyother
non·acade m ic activity, the
courts . have repeatedly ruled, the
same is true for faculty members.
The courts have ruled that there
is no reason to be afraid to speak
out on issues.
But strange things do happen
at this College. I have a contract
with the Office of St udents
Affairs in which the options in
the contract are clearly stated as
e e rybody I have shown the
contract to agrees but I have just
received a letter this week from
the Vice·President claiming that
the contract doesn't state what
eve body else says it states. I
don't know jf he has trouble
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Validity as the courts do. I assume
that he made a mistake in his
letter to me as I assume ther
things I have heard that he tad
said and done about a certain
individual are also incorrect.
Sincerely,
Dr. Robert Obutelewicz

STEPHEN F. SIDORUK
RICHARD W. SCHIEBELHUTH
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Registration:
Chicago Stockyard
Dear Editor,
It's time to get out the
combat b o ots as Bryant '
pre·registration is soon to be
upon us once again, and certainly
everyone knows what this means.
Unless one is a Dick Butkus or a
Mohammed Ali. it is a time of
season few enjoy.
How foolish and archaic a
registrati n procedure we ave!
s students, we pay a healthy
enough sum for hich we are
deserving of the right to register
for courses fr ee o f th e
open·warfare t actics we are
required to participate in. One
would hardly think that a college
as progressively appearing from
the outside could be so lacking
on the inside.
Other colleges have
successfully instituted programs
whereby personal advisers were
ass igned individually to guide
stud e nts in their course
selections, to answer questions,
and to eliminate uch antiquated
pre· registration procedures as we
n o w h ve t Bryan~. How
ridicu lous it is t h a t we're
com p elled to assemble hour
ahe a d of tim e to await a
stampede of charging stud ents
when someone "blows a whistle"
that it is time to register, excuse
me , pre·register. I greatly doubt·
that schOOls such as UMass with
o ve r 12,000 enrollment force
their students to all line up in
front of a door to sign up for
classes.
I bel ieve a change in
registration policies is needed at
Bryant and am sure that I am not
just a voice crying in the dark.
I'm certain others share the same
view as I. Those who do not,
probably have never registered
for courses anywhere but here
and are unaware that a better
system exists.
Sincerely,
John Orrell
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Did Your Letter Get
Rejected?
Dear Editor,
Pre·registration time is here
again bringing tough times and
many problems. Those students
that work or are envolved in
sports during hours that cut into
the school day are given the
chance to register early so they
. can make their schedules
coinside. It was required that
, each applicant for early
pre·registration have a letter sent
to the registrarjs office

postmarked by March 30, 1973.
Two weeks ago in the Archway
there was an article giving exact
instructions about how this letter
should be made out. A board
went over all of the letters and
accepted only the ones that were
properly made out and showed
specifically that the work hours
cut into the school day. For your
own good, next semester follow
instructions!

•
•

Dear Editor,
On December 12th was part
of a mass movemen t of human
flesh into the conference room
ab ove th e audi t o rium . The
o ffic ial p u r pose of th is
pr og r ession of poundage was
r ef e rr ed t o as B r yant
Registration. Being desireous of a
decent scheduJe , I situated myself
at w hat I co nsi d er ed an
a d v ant a geo us position for
entran e. l adjusted -my-posture
to a relayed po Ition and ch eked
m offi ial time of arrival-9: 10
a.m. The next three hours passed
with little commotion; but as it
neared 12:15 , th e action picked
up . A the number of students
inc r eased, the ever increasing
pressure fro m the rear caused an
influx of about 50 to 100
students into a 4x10 ft. rea .
As I was standi ng in the
middle of this area , I was
consequently crushed by the
burly left hip of a 230 lb.
accounting major. Like the
ebbing tide of the sea the
relentless pressure cau d an
occasional squeal from within the
ranks, which was only answered
by a surge of pressure from the
rear. About this time there had
developed a certain "air" about
the area which no doubt was the
direct result of the sweating flesh
of the human herd. F inally, as
the hour of admittance arrived ,
the door opened and the crowd
trampled in.
I co u Id see through the
meshed glass the eyeballs of the
registrar touching the lens of his
glasses. Out of bewilderm nt I
looked closer and realized that he
was trapped behind the door with
the knob embedded in his
stomach. This was just another
hazard for the Registtar at Bryant
or the cowhand at the Chicago
stockyards.
Jack Early

e-.
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Dear Editor,

Advice Given
In Haphazard
Manner
Dear Editor,
_
As a teacher, social scientist
. . and a member of the Bryant
- - c ommunity, I was greatly
d is tu rb ed b y your r ecent
pu blicatio n of "A dvice on
Professors " (March 30, 1973).
As a teacher, I was amazed
with the haphazard manner in
which the summary statements
•
regarding individual inst ructors
was handled. It was done without
regard for their personal or
professional integrity. As such, it
fell far short of its expected goal
of aiding students in their teacher
selection. Comments were lodged
'ad h om inem' rather tha n
di rec ted at the course; its
structure, and presentation.
As a social scientist, I am
ap pal le d by the lack of
s o p h istic ti on of sampling
procedure. What was the sample
or students selected for ach
evaluati 11? How was the sample
selected? How were the responses
analyzed? The "advice" may just
have easily been obtained by
asking ONE person his or her
opinion and accepting that as
evidence. Real course evaluation
does not propose to make the
type of claims you made, and it
records its analysis as well as the
sample size, response rate, and
aggr gate data.
Finally, as a member of the
Bryan t
ommu n Hy, I am
dismaye d by t h e lack of
responsible journalism in the

ARCHWAY. The evidence
presented regarding the teachers
was, at best, hearsay and to
present it as substantiat d fact
re calls the " red·scare" tactics
us ed by certain "responsible"
news agenc ies during th e
McCarthy era; that is, if you hear
that someone i s possible a
"communist" then in fact he
must be.
I would, however, advocate
the use of real faculty evaluations
to help the students. These would
be distributed to ALL students
enrolled in the course and
collated and analyzed to give an
aggregate analysis. This is, by the
way, the procedure at every
college with thich I have ever
been associated.
Until such time as such a
procedure is devised and utilized ,
the best we can hope for is
word-of·mouth reports. However,
to publish this "advice" as dogma
is far worse; articles published in
newspapers maintain the voice of
authority despite your disclaimer.
The media on campus has a
responsibility to the community,
which , if it is not ful filled , the
media loses all respectability and
legitimacy .
Sincerely ,
Michael S. Kimmel
Instructor
~ept of Social S iences

Here's Pie in Your Face!
Dear Editor,
It is beautiful that persons be
allowed to exercise their right to
free speech, but some of the
things that they say and write
make one feel quite
uncomfortable. Would someone
please explain to me what "easy
as pie" means.
IC my memory serves me
correctly , this means " pushover."
IC this means that droves of
students will enroll in my class
looki ng for an easy mark, they
will be most un pleasantly
surprised-as a couple of young
ladies who cry beautiful, lying
tears can testify.
Locking the door on the
hour will be reinstituted as policy
next year. An. one arri ·ng late
wiII not be admitted and ill be
receive an unexcused absence;
only 5 will be allowed (as many

Sees It
Dear Editor,

•

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

As Security

With the increase of letters
be i n g s ubmitt e d to the
AR CHWA Y d is cre d iting the
Security Depal'tment at Bryant
College , I feel it is time to let my
vo i ce b e heard (or in this
case- read).
A recent article published in
TIM E ma gazi n e made the
follo wing statements:
1. " ... the bigge t problem (on
campuses) today is crime-not
s tudent d e monstrations or
vandalism , but assaults, armed
robberies and r a pes . Suc h
inci d en t s h ave incr ased on
campuses across the cOWltry by
50% in two years ..."
2. " At Boston's Tufts, some
2 50 thefts of stereos, radios,
wallels, typewriters, jewelry and
clothes have been reported so far
this Year-1llready well over the
203 reported in the 1971-1972
academic year. At Purdue at
Champaign the value of stolen
property has soared remarkably
from less than $50 ,000 three
years ago to more than $200,000
last year." 3. " While rising
student affluence may have made
theft more lucrative, c mpus
police blame the increase in
incidents on the off-campus drug
ullur e and more o pen
dormitories on campus."
At Bryant College, reports o f
thef t have propo r tionally
decreased during t his semester in
comparison to last semester. This
is an eval uation made by
checking the reports f theft filed
with the Security Office at

To the Editor and ARA Services;
. A most u n com for table
situation has developed during
the past several months. It seems
the only afternoon ent rtainment
on this campus has been shut off.
Admittedly , the Rathskeller isn't
overflOWing with people between
3 and 6 p.m., however , many
RA's (resident alcoholics) have
been seen in tears at this most
unfortunate decision. Closing the
Rathskeller till 6 p.m. means we
must go off campus to survive.
ARA isn't satisfied making
money in the dining hall and the
Rathskeller , but they feel they
must maximize their profits by
closing down except for the peak
hours of occupation.
With the coming of nice
weather, our young hearts once
again turn to though ts of pitchers
of beer, pretzels, and the Three
Stooges. Instead of closing down,
why not open at three , but only
have two bartenders instead of
five- this will cut your costs.
The Rathskeller is here for
the students, not for ARA to pay
all its ex penses with. Many
students enjoy d the hours 3-6
because of the fact it wasn't
as the class meets per week). All
crowded. We, the undersigned
production will be timed for 20
know that in your ultimate
minutes per day. zero errors will
wisdom, you will alleviate this
qual a letter grade of " A." More
errors than that will equal an · disastrous situation.
Thank you.
"F." This is true for all
Joe R ossi
students-even beginners.
Tony Rubino
This year , the students were
Bill Fieldman
given the benefit o f my
The Brothers of Tau Epsilon and
inexperience, and any question or
doubt was settled in favor of the other concerned individuals.
student. Next year , we're all
going to do better. We may not
ach ieve excellence , but we're
right on for it. Too bad we can't
I would like to thank the
pick our students.
Archway for providing a guide to
If anyone wants to protest
against me, do it now. Better yet, professors fo r registration. Please
enroll under another teacher. I allow me to add , that from
personal experience, the quality
don ' t dig people who want
of Mr. Estey 's notes and teaching
something for nothing; you don't
is very good.
either, do you?
Thank you
Nadine B. Howe
A Concerned Student

Bryants.
Gr a nted, several incidents
have occurred recently which
were of a more serious nature.
Those responsible for these most
recent incidents which have been
widely publicized, have been
in vestigated by the proper
authori t ies and appropriate
action has been taken by them.l
am not implying that crime is
alri g h t as l o ng as t hose
responsible are later arrested or
other action taken , I am merely
informing the student body that
appropriate action is being taken
by t he proper authorities.
In last week's ARCHWAY, a
student wrote a letter suggesting
that a Security House be built at
the main entrance to the college
and each vehicle entering thE.'
campus would be individually
che cked to determine if the
operator is the actual owner of
the vehicle. Also, all registration
numbers would be copied as each
vehicle entered , and checked off
as the vehicles leave the campus.
Mr. Lockatell , do you truly think
that this IS the answer , or even a
possible and reasonable solution
to the problem'f 1 am certain that
th e greatest majority of the
Bryant College community would
be totally outraged if such a plan
were put Into operation. And Mr.
Lockatell , would you yourself
not b e anno y ed at such a
propOSition and inconvenience?
The " crime rate" on the Bryant
campus does exist but not to t he
extent that s~ch extreme
measures would be accepted by

th e m ajo r it y of the Bryant
community.
And Mr. Fuller, do you
seriously believe that Security is
directly or indirectly responsible
for such incidents as you
mentioned in y our letter .
Remember Mr. Fuller, no one can
be at twenty different places at
one time. If you are suggesting
that the college hire additional
Security personnel to be posted
wit hin several yards of one
another, then please submit such
a request to the proper office.
After all , a police state iSh't all
that bad (choke).
It is impossible to determine
the extent to which crime is
deterred due to the Security
F or e at Br y a n t , only one
cert an ty can be claimed- the
I value and extent f crime on t his
campus is greatly less than on
o t he r cam p uses a c ro ss the
country.
Crime s such as those
mentioned will always occur in
t h i world as they have fo r
centuries. The ecurity Force at
Bryant College works to deter
cri m e on c ampus . It is
inconceivable that crime could
ever be totally abandoned.
If students and RAs would
do their reasonable part , many of
the crimes which have been
committed on tills campus could
be easily eliviated to a great
degree . You cannot blame the
Security Department for your
own unawareness.
Respectfully submitted ,
Mark G. B.own

I am writing in regards to all
the complaints I read in the
Ar chw ay ab o ut the Student
Patrol. I am the First to admit
that our security organ ization is
far from perfect, but I ee if from
the inside and I know it has
possib ilities. Those students who
writ e to The Arch way see
security as a bunch of students
who like to play cop and would
work here for free as long as they
got to wear a badge and boss
people around. Well, let me clue
you. Securjty works out of a
basement storage room . Most of
the time , the smell of the garbage
compac ter across the hall is
enough to make you sick.
Students work until 2 in the
morning, and many of us have
classes at 8. We work in the rain,
cold , and snow. We take a lot of
abuse from students who resent
our uniform . Most of us use ur
own cars for patrol without
compensation for gas or mileage.
We do all this for a $1.80 an
hour.
The students at Bryant jump
on security's back every time we
make a mistake , but when we do
something fo r someone as a favor
we are told that it was our job to
do it . When we 're on patrol and
see a car with its lights on , we go
. out of our way to find the owner.
The nigh t of the Epidemic, there
were five people on duty. As
soon as there were m re than five
calls of people calling in Sick, 23
patrolmen got out of bed and
worked all n i ght ,
VOLUNTARILY.
Well, 1 have two s lutions for
those stUdents who think there is
an absence of security at Bryant:
Solution No . l.
The students at Bryant can
co ·operate with Security. By
eo ·operation, I mean, locking
your cars and rooms , calling
maintenance for heating
problems , notify R.A.'s for

lockouts and loud stereos. (It's
very hard to watch your cars if
we have to unlo a door every
five minutes .) Students should
also refrain from pulling fire
alarms just for the fun of hearing
it go off. They must also realize
t hat we are n o t cops and
shouldn't be treated as cops.
We're doing our job to the best of
our ability.
Solution No.2.
Hire professional guards. Put
them throug h a six month
training program. Arm them with
pistols, shotguns , mace and billy
clubs. Give them the POWeI of
anest. Buy three squad cars and
have them patrolling 24 hours a
day . Build an $85,000 police
station on campus and give them
a $10,000 communication set·u p.
Also these men would have to be
heavily insured by the school
since the students here expect
security to foil armed robberies.
Tho se st ud en ts w ho
complain about securit y should
realize that many schools have
police forces like the one I just
described. These same schools
don't have parking problems,
because when a car is parked
illegally , it's towed away in five
mi n u tes. These schools don't
have a drug problem because
every time somwne throw a pill
in hi mouth or lights up a joint,
a guard com es crashlng through
the door and an e ts him.
o tudent in his right mind
would want Bryant to become a
police state, but likewise no one
mould expect unarmed studEtnts
to risk their lives and foil armed
robberies for $ .80 an hour.
So students, in olosing I
would like to say; If you want
security, don't resent the
authority we'r forced to use. If
you want more efficiency, give us
a larger budget. AND IF YOU
WANT A DOOR UNLOOKED ,
CALL ANR.A,
A Member of the Student Patrol
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INSIGHT

To be Explored

Loneliness

Summer Schedule
Correction

Mercury, Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn ...they all have
one thing in common. They'll be
visited by American space probes
to be launched during the next
The summer supplement has an error under the Tuesday and
five years in a new effort to
Thursday evening list. EC372 is properly entitled Comparative
explore the Solar System.
Economic Systems and not as listed. The course is properly listed on
Only the three outermost
pages seven and thirteen of the supplement.
planets will escape the scrutiny of
Tentative instructor assignments for summer courses are posted on
cameras and other reconnaissance
the evening division bulletin boards in the c1assroom- faculty office
instruments
aboard robot
area and outside the evening division office. These assignments are very
spacecraft now on the drawing
tentative and are contingent upon intersession and day summer session
boards or in extra clean assembly
enrollment.
buildings. Uranus, Neptune , and
Because of the many curricula changes during the past few years,
Pluto will have to wait until Nasa
evening stUdents should give serious thought to having their programs
has more money.
up-dated by an evening division ~ouncellor. Anyone who has not met
Jupiter, the almost star-like
with a counsellor during the past year should avail themselves of thi$
colossus 480-million miles from
service.
the sun, is the first target of the
The fall, 1973 evening schedule should be available by April 20. If
new series of planetary explorers.
will be posted on the bulletin boards and made available at t.hat time
One
little spacecraft is more than
to the i\RCHW AY for publication.
halfway there and a twin ,
Pioneer-lI, is scheduled to be
launched April 5th.
The job of the two pioneers
is to pave the way to the fifth
planet out from the sun and give
On Aprii 26th the Economics Economics Club to give
man his first closeup look at its
Club will be sponsoring a trip to interested students the
brilliantly striped atmosphere and
the Federal Reserve Bank of opportunity to broaden their
its deadly radiation belts.
Boston (at school expense) as cne . grasp of economics, as well as
Pioneer-10, launched a year
of its spring activites. We feel that introduce you to the aspects of
ago, is due to fly within
this trip will prove to be the subject that cannot be
87 ·thousand miles of Jupiter next
invaluable to all students covered in class. In the future we
December 3rd. Pioneer-ll should
majoring in Finance and plan to have guest speakers and
reach the planet on December
other activites which we hope
5th, 1974. Both will take 10
Economics. However, we expect will be of interest to you . If you
pictures of Jupiter and examine
that this trip will be especially plan to make the trip or have any
its atmosphere and environment
beneficial to those students questions about the trip or the
with a dozen other experiments.
planning to take "Money and club, we urge you to come to our
Jupiter stands at the gateway
next meeting on April 10th at
Banking" in the near future.
to the outer planets and will serve
It has been the goal of the 12:00 in Room 242.
as a junction point for future
spacecraft enroute to Saturn and
the planets beyond. Pioneer-10
improved the outlook for such
flights when it passed safely
Mr. Will Barbeau, president others . His presentation will
through the debris-filled asteroid
of Will Barbeau Associates will emphasize the strategies used in
belt last month between Mnr and
speak to Bryant students on the creation of news reLeases,
Jupiter. Nbne had gone that far
Thursday, April 12 on the subject financial relations programs,
before.
of public relations methods and speeches, and feature articles in
The key to the rapidly
objectives as a tool of business support of company marketing
expanding interest in the planets
communications.
is the question that has intrigued
programs.
Mr. Barbeau's firm has
thinking men for centuries .. .Is
Mr. Barbeau is a member of
executed public relations the Public Relations Society of
Earth the only place to harbor
programs for companies such as America. His presentation will be . life?
Fram, Bausch & Lomb Optical, made in Room 386 at 12 Noon.
Many scientists think there
Gra fl ex , Fafnir Bearing and The public is invited to attend.
must be so m e kind of life
somewhere else and they say
Mars is the best place to start
looking. This idea was buoyed
recently when photographs taken
by the Mariner-9 showed that
Ma r is a dynamic, evolving
planet with what seems to be
unmistakable vidence it once
had gr eat volumes of water
flowi ng across it surface.

Economics Club Sponsers Field Trip

Use of Public Relations
in the Business World
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by JoAnne Goldstein
Loneliness is being locked within one's mind; it is being
closed in or out by someone or something.
It is now four o'clock in the morning; and I have been
walking alone in the sn~w for .t hree hours, t~ough it se~ms •
as if I have been walking qUIetly through It all my hfe .
Everything is quiet. The snow covers the grounds, making all
it surrounds peaceful and at rest. All the parties have come
to an end, yet some of the lights still remain on in the
dorms. I walk around the campus and do not see a soul in
sight. The pond stands there in front of me frozen and.
covered with snow. In the snow are little footprints from
one lonely field mouse. All the lights are out in the Rotunda
with the exception of one. The person in that one room
among hundreds of empty rooms must feel as lonely as I am
right now.
When I am alone, thoughts run through my mind that if
I were with others would run through without my noticing
them. I can sit or walk and think about them. This puts my
mind to rest with some of my problems. When I am thinking
of my problems I have a tendency to block out everything
around me and just concentrate on the problem. I see
beyond my problem--sometimes I see too much and it scares
me. I wish that I could talk to someone .

Maintenence Approves .
Last Thursday, April 3rd, the Service Employee's International
Ma i n t e nance Department met Unions, Local 134 , ratified the
with school officials to vote on a contract by a unanimous vote.
second proposed contract for the This contract states that an
average 40-cent increase be in
next two years. According to Mr. effect from March I, 1973 . March
Dan Tita , Director of Budgets 1,1975.
and Personnel, the Maintenance
Both Mr. Tita and Local 134
Department, members of the are very pleased with the results.

THE
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After a few setbacks, namely
the arrest of Jerry Garcia in New
Jersey last week , the San
Francisco based "Dead" were
able to complete their schedules
in New En gland. They gave
performances in Springfield and
Boston respectively.
The ir hig hl
acclaimed
European Tour of 1972 brought
forth a new vocalist to the band ,
Donna Godchaux . The three part
harmony in which she engages
with Garcia and Bob Weir is
definitely one of the reasons for
the band's sellout performances
abroad last summer.
0
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If ever a band should give a
concert, it would · be the "Dead ."
It isn 't rare for them to give a five
or six hour performance, and
then come back for an encore.
But that 's the Dead . They"'e
always been known for their
extended jams and unhurried
pace as they carefully prepare for
each tune. They emerged fro m
the San Francisco rock culture
wh e nce ca m e the JeffersOll
Airplane and It's A Beauti ful
Day , and they are very much
alive now as they ever were. But
then again , that has always been
the Dead ... Live.
0000000
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WmBarbeau , President of will Barbeau Associates.
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Movi,e

Review

"Roma ~'

•

by david t. pandozzi
Feltini 's " Roma" is best described as a cinematographic collage of
the sights, sounds, people and mysteries of Rome. It is not a movie
with a story and plot, not is it a documentary. It is just a collection of
Rome's many faces with the magic hand of Fellini holding the camera.
As a you ng man , Fellini discovered Rome to be one big feast! He
shows his experiences with hIs beloved city by inviting you to wa tch
his people at their favor ite pastime-eating. This is the one thing
Italians take seriously. Families, friends , priests and even strangers are
invited to dine at the sidewalk restaurant and hel p devour the
enormous plates of spaghett i , snails , and drink the wine that never
seems to sto p flowin g.
Other aspects of the old Rome are hideously shown inside the
brothels where girls for sale offer their bodies f or a price. FeUini makes
a point about the change in attitudes of today's young people. The
famous Spanish Steps of R ome is a haven for the young, where they
openly show their amorous feelings as opposed to the men of
yesterday who sought ut the pleasures of the brothels.
An amazing look at the excavation of R ome's subways gives us a
chance to see previously unknown works of art beneath the city in
buried ruins and catacombs. Here , modern machines drill through the
earth 's crust and surprisingly find a dead civilization preserved for
2000 years.
Because of the lack of a plot, the fil m tends to become tedious
after the first hour and only in rare instances- as when visiting a
war· time vaudeville show, are you again interested in watching the
people, sights, and sounds that make this romantic city come to life.
Finally, note of praise should be given to the last segment of the
film where we see the city in all its blazing wonder. The blanket of
darkness t ha t descends on the city at midnight is disturbed by a band
of motorcyclists as they ride through R ome . The headlights and
roaring ngines of their bikes provided a hypnotic web that captures
and urges you to become a part of the city that once was the heart of a
major civilization.
"ROMA" is now showing at the A von Cinema on Thayer Street in
Providence. Go a little early and visit the unique shops that the East
Side has to offer and maybe prepare yourseif for a bit of nostalgia.

Jazz Class To

Rock Bryant
Did y,ou ever hear of a
business College c reering a class
i n Jaz,z music? Well , Bryant
College is! O n T h ur sd a y
aftern on, April 1 2 The George
Masso Five will perform at a jazz
music demonstration and oncert
ITom 1 to 3 p.m. The program is
filled with the best and aU kinds
.of j a zz ' varia tion&., reaturing
SIIiections from "200 1-A Space
Odyssey," and the blues.
'I'he group is one of the
leading jazz combo in R hode
Tsland, led by George Mass , a
professor at the University of
Connecticut and former member
of the Galvanized Jazz Band , on
trombone. The ther mem bers
are Art P losi, a local jazz rock
star, on tenor sax; Mike Ren zi, a

recording artist , composer, and
co nd u c t or o f o u tstan d in g
orchestras in Toronto , Canada,
on piano ; Artie Cabral will do his
thing on drums; and Bob PeTutt i
will swing on brass.
Jazz is a classic form o f
American music and a basis for a
lot of today's rock music. So
come on down to the uditorium
Th ursday afternoon and Swing
along with the George Masso
Five . If you can't make it at one,
come t two-after Intermission.
This is a concert that shouldn 't
be mis se d. It's a u niqu e
experience that should be shared
by all. So come o n down
Thursday afternoo n and share in
a unique and lively experience
that houldn't be missedl

PhilfTank

IM

LaJt(I~G fOR AN ENERGETI~
CRE'ATJ'IE -reACHER 10 fiLL A
RJSI TlOW IN lHlS DEPARTMENT,

HOOPLE AND lHATS WHY I'M HERE
10 SEE 'IOU.

rr5 YOUR

fVSJTION

WE"RE FILliNG!
t Ofrice Box 1523

East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Struggle At
Wounded
Knee

ECONOMICS CLlJB
P r e- r eg istration Counse lli ng
for Freshme n

by Wakein MacLean
(Wakean Ma.f:1ean" spent
three days in Womded Knee. On
the fourth day, federal m8.IShais
re fused t<' ac cept his press
credentials , and he was ordered
to leave the town by Richard
Wilson, Oglala Sioux tribal
cha irman, and some of his
supporters.)
Wo un ded K nee, South
Dakota (CPS)-Th e armed
occ up a tion of the village of
Wounded Knee by the American
Ind ian Move m ent ( A IM)
continues into the second week.
The image of the 1890 massacre
of Sioux men, women and
children that occurred in the
same village seems to constantly
hover over the struggle here .
There are about 350 AIM
supporters in this village of a
hundred or so people, and they
are well armed with r if 1e s ,
crossbows, and handguns.
Ringing the area, in an
atte mpt to seal off the Indians ,
are 500 Federal marshals in blue
ju m p s uits with prominent
American flag emblems. The
Indians have taken to calling the
m8.IShals "bluecoats."
There are also many FBI
agents, camouflaged marksmen
with sniper rifles, and Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) police.
T h e Justice Department
admits to having 18 Armored
Personnel Carriers, but rumors
suggest th at 80, along with
helicopters, are ready for use .
In the glare of the threatened
",iolent confrontation , the causes
and reasons for the AIM action
have tended to be buried.
A long string of injustices felt
by some Indians-police
brutality, the "murders" of
Yellow Thunder and Bad Heart
Bull, discri mination in floo d
re Ii e f, etc .- have led to the
current situation in Wounded
Knee.
The latest tro uble
a in
February in Custer and Rapid
City , South Dakota, where
Indians held c i vil ri ghts
investigations, demonstrated for
prosecution in Bad Heart Bull 's
death , and burned the Custer
Chamber of Commerce down.
A t least 60 Indians were
arrested in these occurrences , and
the National Guard was called in .
Many of the Oglalas from the
Pi ne Ridge Reservation were
involved.
T h e struggle at Wou nded
Knee is both a national and local
one.
On one level , it is a standoff
between AIM and the F deral
go vernmen t, with the " 20
Points" made during the takeover
of the BIA b ui lding in
Washington, D.C. still at issue .
The "20 Points" were draw n
up by t h e Trail of Broken
Tre aties Caravan , representing
Indians from all over the co untry
an d signe d by Wh ite House
nego tiators.
It proposed : restoration df
treaty making; that Indians have
t he legal righ t to interpret
t re a t ies; land reform and
consolidation of Indian reso urses ;
abolit ion of the BIA by 1976;
national referendums o n
reservations, and more.
Dennis Banks, an AIM leader,
feels that the issues are not
limited solely to India ns .
"Wounded Knee is not just
here-it is in Selma, Kent State ,
and Watts," he said.
The AIM action at Wounded
Knee is also a symbolic one.
R u ssell Means, another AIM
leader, has said, " ... we never
attempted to claim we could
overthrow the U.S. Government
mIlitarily. "

Continued to ~ 10 ,

On April 10, the Economics
Cl ub w ill be s pon soring a
pre·re gistrat ion c o u ns ell i n g
session for fr shmen majoring in
o r wi s hi ng to maj or in
E c o n om ics. Member of the
Economics Department nd a
number of seniors will be
available to assist freshmen with
any problems they may have in
planning their new schedules.
During this session , Dr. Li ,
C h ai r man o f the Economics
Department, will discuss the new

concept of div i ding the
EconomIcs Curriculum into five
major concentrations. A guide
listing Economics courses as weli
a s th e Liberal A rts a nd
Professio nal Electives associated
with the major concentrations
will be distributed to students
desiring help in planning their
future path at Bryant.
The program will start at
12:00 Noon on Tuesday, April
10 in R oom 242. All interested
students are invited to attend .

To Wed Or
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ot To

Father Haas~s Decision
The Rev. William Paul Haas,
O.P., member of the Board of
Trustees of Bryant College and
for mer Providence College
President has requested
di spensation from his priestly
o b I igations and permission to
marry from Po pe Paul VI, it was
le a rned th is w ee k . The
announcement was made at this
time in order to give Father Haas
" an op p o r tun i t y to s e k
academic emplo yment." His
request for permission to Temain
at P rovidence College as a
married lay professor has been
deni d . Also, in the usual Church
pra tiCE', authori ties in Rome
h ave r e quired that he lea e
Providence College and thE'
Diocese of Providence. "The
purpose of this policy is to
reaffirm the dignity and spiritual
value o f the perm a n ent

com mitment of the celibate
priesthood for the life of the
Church."
The former Pro vidence
College head intends to marry
Miss Pauline G. Burke , former
administrative assistant to the
Vic e Pre s ident fo r Student
Relations at Providence ColI ge.
Miss Burke was also F ather Haas's
secretary during at least part of
his six years as president of the
college.
Most Bryant College students
remember Father Haas for his
announcement in the Koffler
Rotunda on behalf of the Board
of Trustees concerning the
administrative dispute at Bryant
in early Februar . t the present
time, Fathe r Haas is a
post·doctoTal research a oeiat e
in the Philosophy Department at
Boston University :
I

BIG MOTHER PRESEN

weet Pie .J
fin"
MfI/fJney
.A~o
Luther Johnson
UChicagn" Blues Band

Sunday, Ap ril 15th at 9 p.m.
Alumni Hall Brown University
Tickets $2.00
Produced by: Mar ty Doblmeier & S tan Bornes/Sound Inc.

f!R EE

THE BRYANT COLLEGE
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS :
JAZZ- A MODERN
ART FORM II

Jf\ ZZ

GSFlGER!Jl

THURSDAY APRIL 12TH, 1-3PM in the AUDITORIUM
-GEORGE MASSO & THE JAZZ GROUP
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THE ARCHWAY

Delta Mu Delta

On The Lighter Side:
Archway Sings the Blues
by Mark Vincent

Not since Joe Vallachi told
all about the mafia, have a group

invigorating."
Editor Steve
Sidoruk has had severe labor

of sinister individuals so violently
opposed the right of criticism and
free speech. I speak, of course, in

problems with his nude models'
this week. When asked if he
thought they might have been

regards to the heavy criticism
r gi stered b y many faculty
members in regard to last week's

bought off by the faculty he
replied, "Frankly, I don't trust
anybody. For all I know this

Archway article entitled, "THE
ARCHWA Y GIVES ADVICE ON
PROFESSORS." Many members

might be some plot inspired by
the Commi es." Precautions
against violence in the Archway

of the faculty apparently had a
pretty good thing going and the
Archway article may have blown

office are at a maximum. Two
security guards sleep in the office
twenty·four hours a day , and a

their cover as we say in the
Federal agent disguised as a
business. That the faculty is
maintainance man leans up
above retaliation has been
against the wa ll smoking a
re pudiated by reports of the
package of cigarettes.
editors of the Archway being
pelted with tomatoes and eggs as '
Meanwhile in the Registrar's
they passed the faculty dining Office officials are concerned
room earlier in the week . Editor that some teachers' classes will be
Richard Schiebelhuth has, within empty. Under consideration to
the past week, received crank and remedy this situation is a
obscene phone calls in his selective Service System in which
dormitory. Just Tuesday night students will be drafted to serve
someone called his room and in hazardous classes. Lottery
when his girlfriend answered she numbers will be selected next
was subjected to the most intense
pro fanity for the next three Tuesday at 3:00 p.m. in the
Rotunda. Will this happen? Will
h o ur s. Commentin g on the students defect to other colleges
e xperience she said , " I never rather than serve? Will this create
k new an yo n e co uld b e so an amnesty issue? How the hell
go d da mn gross. It was very do I know!

,

To,Hold Honors
Banquet
Bryant College will hold its
Honors Banquet on Thursday,
April 12, 1973 in the Faculty
Dining Room. A social hour is
scheduled for 6 : 00 P.M.,
followed by di nner at 6:30 P.M.
Nearly 100 will attend the
Honors Banquet , which is
designed to give recognition to
the academic achievements of
Bryant students who have been
named to Delta Mu Delta, the
National Honor Society for
students of Business
Administration; the Bryant Key
Society for Associate Degree
students; and Omicron Delta
Epsilon, the National Economics
Honor Society.
Invocation will be by
Richard F. Alberg, Dean of
Academic Instruction. Wallace
Camper, Associate Professor of
Economics and Chairman of the
Department of Institutional
Management, is guest speaker.
Dr. Thomas A. Manion, Provost
and Vice President for A,e ademic
Affairs, will give recognition to
present Delta members and keys
to Bryant Key Society will be
made by Dr . Clarissa M. H.
Pa tterson, Dean of Academic
Instruction and Brian Guck,
Assistant Professor of Economics,
will give recognition to mem.bers
of Omicron Delta E pSIlon
Society.
Robert Salamida, student at
Bryant and president of Delta Mu
Delta, will initiate Mr. Camper as
an honorary member of that
organization.

,
•
•
By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Available
6. French Writer
11. Colony of Bees
12. Not Involvi ng Ethics
14. Marsh Plant
15. Activities Coordination
17. Biblical Name
18. Soviet Politician
20. Spore Sacs
21. Places (L.)
23. Easy
24. Baseball Term
25. Not Suitable
27. Let i t Stand
29. Pink Wine
30. Numb
32. Three-pronged Spears
34. Shellfish
36. Health Resort s
37. Bombastic Speech
41. Nap
45. Na rrative Poem
46. Woman' s Na me
48. _
liall Un vers ity
49. Type of Lamp
50. Poisonous Lizard
52. Narootic
5). Jab
55. Swiss City
57. Hockey Orea t
58 . Enter Unnot iced
60. Amer i ca n Journali s t
62. Pi ece of Thread
63, Mess nger
64. Pungent
65. Russian Rule rsl var.

~..'

I Want My Loan
oday our American society will be no fift een hour per week
dictates that to get a good job we m aximum li mit. What th is
must have a ollege edu ation; amendment will do is to free the
yet this same societ dictates stud ent from money hassel and
po Ii cies whi h pre ent' those various other pressures hile in
wh reallv wan t tbi edu ation s hoo1. The m oney~ un der the Pell
from getting it. It takes money to A mend ment which would be
gel this educati n. Some of the passed, requir d by law is 1.2
this mone is pro ided by the billion dollars If passed April 18,
government. This year though, 1973,
1r. Nixon 's budget i bringing
What Nixo n is doing is
abo u t lhe downfall of equal increasing last year's budget in
opportunity education .
education by approximately $150
t present there are three million dollars but cutting out
programs by which students can last year's programs. The increas
get gov e rn me n t ai d: Direct is not enough to cover the
S t u d e nt Lo ans; Economic in creases in education costs. Also,
Opportunity Grant, and the Work the only student who would
Stud y Program. A fourth benefit would be the low income
program is being introduced : The student . The middle class is
Basic Opportunity Grants (BOG). severely impaired.
Where will the cutbacks be if
Under the Pell Amendment,
Nixon's budget is passed? Mr.
all students are eligible for
ixon wants to cut out EOG, government loans in the BOG to
(loss of $2\0 million), cut work get the sufficient education that
study by $20 million and close society dictates it needs, getting
out Student Loans (loss of $263 little from BOG, work study ($20
million), but he wants to put million cutback). But many
most of the $895 million he will students are going to find out
that the government will not give
give into BOG ($622 million.)
What we want (and is ours by loans to anyone but their
the 1972 Higher Education Act) is customers if at all. (Low income
that EOG , Work Study, and students would probably have
Student Loans be fully funded as problems getting loans because
they would be considered
they are and also have BOG.
fina~cial
risks.)
These programs would be a basic
It
is
stated in the Higher
grant which all are eligible for,
Education
Act of 1972 that BOG
with a limit of $1400 based on
need . For example, if your cannot be funded until
parents can afford $100 for your supplementary programs are
education, the government might funded. But the way to get
give you $1300 under the BOG. around this is to discontinue
You would then receive money these programs by law.
It seems to the layman by
for the EOG, if your family is in
the low income bracket plus now that any fool can see that
money from student loans at 7% the cutbacks are going to severely
·",t

Crossword Puzzle

THE LEDGER IS COMING
.

.. t

•

by Michael J. Lynch

school, and if that happens the
public schools (colleges) are ih
tr o u bl e b eca use t h e y can 't
facilitate all those students. So
what is the pro blem? Nixon has
threaten d to im pound any funds
that he receives Lhat he didn't ask
for and to veto any bills for
money utside of his planned
budget spending. Congress has
already stated it will agree to a
$260 billion budget but not the
ways to spend it.
We are in the middle of a
constitutional fight . If Nixon
impounds funds, Congress will
cut his defense and foreign
proposals. If he vetoes , they have
to override that veto. The
problem is now on our side. The
people on Capitol Hill know the
problem they learn it first hand.
The people in the country hear it
from Nixon . Since he talks to
them , they believe him. For
example, he stated that $10
billion is for the environment all
reply in approval. They don't
know that it is extended over
three years and about 60% is ,
federally funded.
, Private schools have to have
some idea of funding so they can
propose their budgets before
April I. This fight might not be
over until late June. This means
that no matter who wins, we will
be short of funds in September.
What can we do? The most
important thing that we can do is
to write our Congressman and
Senators on a six·cent postcard
saying "Vote yes on Pell
Education Amendment ," before
April 18, 1973.
POINT OF INFORMATION
Approximately 26 percent of

DO WN

~Concerni ng Sight
2. Insect Egg

3. Dutch Dia l ect
4. Zodi ac Sign

5. Gatewa y Structures

6. Measuring Device
7. Arr.o ng
8 . Extinc t Bird

9. Au k Genus

10. English Novelist
11.
Rod
13. Destruotive Insect
14. Hairlike Projec tions
16. Evenings I var.
19. Norse Night
22. . Emeti c Plant
26. Sea Bird
28 . Gratui t i 8
29. Plant Aga in
31. Summon
33. Pll1t forll'l
35. Red Wine
)7. Piles
)8. S-c ge Part s
39. Deficiency Disease
40. Arabian Prince
42. Saunters
4),. Performed Nationally
4lI -Twal ve
Men"
1+1. Dismount51 , Land Measure (pl.)
54. Dodge City Marshal
55. Metallic Element
56 . Que en of the Gods
59. Trombonist Winding
61 . Musical AbiU1;y

RE EA CH PAPERS

Water Shul-off
Man y stud e nts were
wond ring hy there wasn't any
r un i ng
ater around 12:30
Tuesday night. There was a leak
in the mechanic" .room which had
to be repaired , and as a result the
entire campus wa witho t wat r
for about two hours . The deiay
was due to valves being replaced.

MA N SCR IPTS
THESIS
TYPED
NEAT, FAST,ACCURATEI
REASONABLE RATES
call 231-4214

VITEr

BARBER SALON ON CAMPUS

featuring Pauline,
the only feamale barber on any campus
OPEN MONDAY·FRIDAY 8:30·6:00

•.

~~

!
I
I
I

231-6220

•
I.

---------.--~

NOTICE":

INVITATION TO THE BRYANT COMMUNITY
•
You ' are ~ordially invited to. attend the ' Fif~
Annual Seminar for Secretari~s, "Romance m '
Opera-Comique," featuringlJ.M.S. PINAFORE by
Gilbert and Sullivan, sponsored by the Department of 'l
• Secretarial and Office Education.

I
I
I

I

I,

I

, Miss Lucia-Lena Rosapepe, lecturer in music at
Bryant, will present the program on Tuesday, April 10,
at 9:50 in Room 386. A special display has been placed
iathe library to spnk your interest.

II
I
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Sound

Track ,

by Bruce Meyer, United Press International
Much of the 20th Century's best-known art has been created more
toward the ridiculous end of the scale than the sublime. Of perhaps
bizarre would be a kinder word.
Take the painting of Salvador Dali, for example ...soft clocks,
strange shapes and colors and shadows, stretched and squashed and
chopped-off people. And in rock music, there's Alice Cooper, the
timate reaction against the Love, Peace and Flowers of the
oodstock nation.
Last month in New York ... the two of them, Alice and Salvador,
got together ... to create a hologram portrait of Alice. For the
uninit iated, a hologram is a three-dimensional image, produced with
laser beams_
The sculpture, with Alice wearing a million-dollar diamond tiara
and bolding Dali's very strange idea of what Alice's brain might look
like will be included in a show of Dali's works in New York in April.
'Some people will do almost anything for publicity ...and if they
do, it seems to work.

**********

TUBENT EMPLOYMENT

Notices
All p eople in terested in
playing varsity soccer for the Fall
of 1973 should report to the
Conference Room in the Gym on
Monday, April 16, at 3:3.0 p.m.
If you have any questions,
get in touch with Jim Texiera,
Bill Flanagan, or Dave
Sutherland.

The Data Processin g
Management Association wili
hold a meeting on April 19, 1973
in Room 361 at 12:00 Noon. The
constitution of the Association
will be discussed at this meeting.

The student em ployment information appearing below is a
:summarv of all part-time jobs phoned in to the Financial Aid
Office a~d the Placement Office in the last month. This is an
effort by the Student Employment coordinatoI to aid
students in finding employment thru the easy accessibility
proVided by the weekly printing of THE ARCHWAY. Also,
the jobs presentecl he~ein should be filled quickly providing
,for a more effective employment service.
~

Q!GANlZATlOK

3/15/73

Ch4Ullpasn.e lIros. Motor Sal ..
Rout. 146
Md. or f _ t . for
Mrs . Dellchamp
Ro. S.lthfbld. at
Mhcellan.oua
Open
766~4444
Dutle.
(two etudent.s who have: appUed for
potition. pIe ••• con~.ct Mu. De.champ)

J/l'J/73

Statel1ne Motor Inn
1116 W.,hinston Street
South Attl.born, HA

3/26/73 '

)/26/7)

3/27/13

Picture Postcards of the
Bryant- campus will be available
soon in the Bookstore.

3/27/73

3/14/73

Out this month will be an album from three of the best rock
musicians in the world ... Jeff Beck, Tim Bogert and Carmine Appice.
You ought to know of Beck by reputation ... he's one of the best
guitarists anywhere. Bogert any Appice were the guts of Vanilla Fudge,
and later Cactus. It ought to be an incredible album.

**********
It's outright thievery ... Jerry Lee Lewis heads for London to cut an
album called "The Session." It's an outright copy of what Chuck Berry
did, except that Jerry Lee did his work in the studio instead of live.
The idea was stolen, all right...but the results, well, they're
something else again.
After all these years of doing nothing but country ...Jerry Lee
Lewis still knows how to rock 'n' roll.
On the other hand, it WOUldn't have been nearly so good if they
bad just picked up the usual collection of London session men.
Instead, they picked up a whole raft of interesting people from a
variety of groups ...Alvin Lee fro m Ten Year After, Kenny Jones from
Faces, Pet r Frampton of Humble Pie, plus a variety of top-notch
loners: Delaney Bramlett, Rory Gallagher, Klaus Voorman, et cetera,
et cetera.

With tunes from the '50's, the '70's and everywhere in between,
"Th Session" manages to be right now rock 'n' toll, instead of
liIlolnel dreary revival.
Welcome home, Jerry Lee .

There will be a test for
umpires on Monday at 3 p.m.
Check Athletic Bulletin
Board for starting date and
day-to-day schedule.

The J e wish holiday o f
Passover is approaching soon. The
Student Senate and ARA Services
would like to ponsor tilt?
traditional Passover Sedar mea s
ill April 16 and 17.
II those
interested in attending please
co n ta ct
tr etcb KomiLa or
Shelley Weinstei n or lea e your
name in the Senate Offi ce.

$1.851h<.

617-761-4825

200 High Service Ayenue
North Prov U :m c .) III

PUc Clerk

$l.901h<.

Mr, . Bourbonnierlt
3H-4700

HoDd. o f Proyidence
101 Teunton .AYenue
ltu t Providenee. ill

Bookkeeper

$3.00/hr.

Pla ul Harriaon or
Ho nUc.. W'dt
438-2020

Electt'ol'ux Cluner.
509 W" tenun Ave.nue
Eeat PrOVidence, Rt

S.le. and Serv tee:
Scholar.hip avard. Co_i .. ion bed.

Mr. Br188J1
438-2430

Allied Ploureacent Kfa.
99 Ha.rtford Avenue
Providenc e. JI

Inventory. Il tock,
record keep ina

Hr. SiDOn
421-3477

. , I. Gtoup Health A.. oc

Acer1can C.... ing

Aaaoc.

Open

CoUese . . . for • . . -r

4/2/73

4/2/73

.......... Hooo<
Route 44. Put.... Pike: I
Gloche'ter. RI
l'rei&ht Salvage, Inc..
U 4 ElllMood A. .nue
Proviclau:e, 1.1

Concordh )tt l. Co.
Coventry. III

K,le or feuale to
liVe in a.n d Wl)rk
Itveoirt,e .

atock ah.Lv.,.
wltc.h ator.
FuU·t t.&e a~eu

H.h....eh Ln_ Labor
Text! h aachinea

331-3308

t2 . 24lhr

Mr . Bud Stuart
828 ... 1100

Notices
The Data Processing
Man a ge ment Association will
hold a meeting on April 19, 1973
in Room 361 at 12:00 ~ oo n .
Tconstitution of the Association
will be discussed at this meeting.
In tramural Softball rosters
fo r both men and women's teams
must be in by 10nday at 3 p.m.
None wUI b accepted nfter hat
date.

Those students who are
interested in serving as Freshman
Ori.e ntation Leaders are requested
to submit an application
providing your name, dorm and
room numbers, phone number,
and classification. These ate to be
submitted to me no later than
pril 13 , 197 3 . She ll ey
Weinstein, Freshman Orientation
Co mmittee Co -Chaieman , Box
224 3.

Tape Recorder

YOUNG PEOPLE
Reg.

24.95

\'Tholesale

$14.95

BUILT-IN MICROPHONE WITH
REMOTE SWITCH
EARPHONE FOR PRIVATE LISTENING
GREAT FOR RECORDING MUSIC
OR LECTURES
FULLY PORTABLE

MAMiu.E WHOLESAlE
19 Wenter St..
Manville. R.I.
Open 3-8 Daily

767·1615

10 - 5 on Sat.

Directions can be tound on campus billboards.

XaRaser
949-0980

EI'1II.a Rittner

L.P. Records
Just $1.98 ea.

PUSH BUTfON OPERATION

Further infonutlon

$2/br .

Cassettes
or

$

coun'l!lora.

Fru room for evenias
'llployaant.

8 .. Track Tapes,

TEST .
~('Oral" Cassette

c-.

lUy ba obtelned at the Financial Aid Office.

3/30/73

The Slimnastics course is still
being held in the girls' exercize
room on the upper level of the
gym. Classes are held from 3 to
4: 30 p.m. Mondays through
Thursdays every week.

tir. Murphy or
Hr. Knight
De.k Clerk

bEe
231·1224
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Accounting Highlights

MARKETING ,is ..
,by Thomas Czapienski
A firm without marketing is like a car wi thout wheels.

Accounting Association

The New Generation
of Marketers

Meeting
by Bob Newman
The next general meeting of the Bryant College A counting
Association wiil be held on April 9, 1973, in Room C267. t this
meeting, Professor Mick y Perlow will present
lecture on the
• Requirements for the C.P.A. Examination."
Also , nominations for officers and Board of Directors will be
taken at thi meeting. According to the by-laws, student eeking the
fo llowin g oCfices must have these corresponding classification
numbers.
President
5
Vice.President
3
Treasurer
3
ecretary
2
.Member Directors (2)
Any I. No.
Since this is the ONLY MEETING where nominations will be
accepted, we would like to have al\ members present. Elections of
these officers will take pIa e at the ann ual meeting on April 30 , 1973.

*********

Fly me .
Fly Richard to China.

I'm Spiro.

TAX SERVICE
The week of April 9 through 15 is the last week anyone in the
Bryant ollege Community may obtain hel p in filing their Federal &
State Tax Returns. This free tax service is open between 1 and 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday in Room 269. If you need help, come in for
assistance.
REMIN DER
Federal and State Tax Returns must be filed by April 15 ,1973!

What Does Building Bridges

"Young marketers today are better educated, more aggressive,
mo re sophisticated, more demanding, ' and more impatient for '
advancement, higher salaries, and more free time to enjoy modem
life- tyles, according to a recent survey of 110 marketing executives:.
as reported in "Marketing News_"
The old marketers look upon the you ng marketers as r flecting
the rush of modern society that they find themselves in. They are
looking for too much too soon . They tend to overlook the need for
experien ce, seasoning, training, and adequate preparation.
Many executive have found that impatience is a characterist.·
among graduates with advanced degrees. It seems that the mo
advanced the degree, the expe tation is that much more unrealistic. Ai.
opinion often cited by executives was that, " they Intend to become
part of management in two or three years, young people 10 years ago
'-_also wanted to become part of management , but expected it to take 10
or 15 years."
The survey has indicated some distinct differences between young
and old marketers. Some of the observations listed were that their
money expectations were sometimes unreasonable; personal life·style
sometimes interfere ; the young person's expectations and satisfactions
from the firm are at times different from those of the fi rm; the
b egi n n er's in t eIllgence, sophistication, communicativeness, and
enthusiasm are a plus.
Recommendations given for postgraduate schools were that they
place more emphasis on practical aspects, less on theoretical; give
students more skill required in s ,lIing; let business executives do some
teaching and conducting of seminars; make on-the-job ex.perience an
integral part of the MBA course.
The young marketer, in general, has a high growth potential; but
as expressed by one executive, " managing that potential-harnessing
and developing It-is increasingly difficult." ,

Class Speaker
Have To do With Human Relations?

Fly me.
Fly Spiro anywhere.

That is what some of the
fifty -one girls thought when they
were asked to study a blueprint
of a bridge and devise a plan to
build it ut of ardboard sticks,
nuts, an bolts. This humorous
experiment proved n t so easy as
three different groups started the
rac e fol l owi ng the i r
c reCully -pl ann ed d irections.
Some groups were all thumbs as
nuts and bolts were dr pping off
desks, sticks were sliding around
and demand for strike and
coffee breaks were made. child
probably could have done the job
easier than these soon-to-graduat
secretaries _

One of the three groups
sur prisingly came t h ro ugh
fi nishing the bridge long before
the others were even half done _
Their success , without a do ubt.
was due to th ir fin e method of
organ ization , great teamwork ,
a n d su per b su p ervIsion .
Apparently, this type of control
is needed to co mplete any job.
From right to left are the
g r ea t fe male constr ucto rs:
Patricia McKone, Donna Ricci ,
Li n da M isiewicz, Barbara
Marchetti, and Ma reen Foi .
If t hi s s o u n ds li ke a
rid icu lou ex p r i ment, you
should give ita try !

Herman Eisenberg, President of the Mark Hotel Chain, which is a
corporation of Loew's heraton and Howard Johnson's
\vas a guest speaker-in Mr. Sussman's classes y sterday . Mr. Eisenbe{g's
Lopic was pricing as it applies to hotel promoti n. The talks, lasting
lIpproximately twenty minutes , were followed by questions from
students.
~mmagement

" IMAGI~E!

A YE:A~ AOO YOUR F\RST VISIT AND ALREADY
We-iRE ES,ABL ISHING DIPl-OMA,IC, REL.ATIONS ...• '/

Now let's see how easily we can complicate a simple
ro 'ect!

\\ I MUST ~DM\T, K\55't-lGER~ YOU AM~\CAWS WORK FAST!"

Ap ri l 6, 1973

ALIlMNI NEWS
I _ Forty members of the National Broadcasting Company,
B ryant College Alumni Inc., will be keynote speaker. His
Association boarded a Finnair topic will be "Broadcast
F li ght from Boston's Logan J 0 u rnalism and The First
Airport on Tuesday, April 3, for Amendment."
This will be a SENIORS
an eight-day trip to Copenhagen,
ONL Y Luncheon. No other
Denmark_
Accompanying the group are - guests are to be invited, with the
Kenneth W_ Cedergren, Bryant's exception of the President of the
Director of Alumni Affairs, and college. A personal invitation will
his wife, Nila_ This is the first of a be sent to each member of the
of tours sponsored by the June graduating class, requesting
Association for Bryant them to respond that they can, or
cannot, plan to attend.
Co-chairmen for this annual
Co-chairmen for the tour
arrangements were William -J. event are Ms. Diana Marro, Class
Piccerelli, Class of 1964, and of 1959, and Joseph Maceda,
Roger A. Francouer, Class of Class of 1959.
1969, both Members-at-Large of
III. Four hundred alumni are
Alumni Association.
A second tour, this time a expected to return to the campus
ten-day trip to North Africa, is on Saturday evening, April 28,
planned from May 29 through for the second Alumni
Dinner-Dance since the College
June 6.
moved into its new facilities.
Following a reception and
II. In honor of their Class
cocktail hour at 7 p.m., the
Day, Friday, June 8, seniors in
the June graduating class will be festivities will continue with a
guests of the Alumni Association full-course dinner of choice
boneless sirloin steak , charcoal
for a Luncheon in the College
Dining Room. This annual event
broiled to order.
Continuous music for
is sponsored by the Alumni
dancing will be provided by the
Association, and is coordinated
Tommy Masso Orchestra and
through the Alumni Office.
Crazy Face.
Presiding at the Luncheon
Chairman for this event is
will be Alumni Association
Gary Remley, Class of 1958,
President Philip Hayden, Class of
assisted by Diane M. Ronci, Class
1959. He is Comptroller of Fram
Corporation in East Providence_ of 1971.
Last year's event was a
A 1952 alumnus, David J.
"sell-out," and it appears this
Gar dam, Vic e Pre s i1973 Dinner-Dance will be the
dent- Employee Relations for the
same.

Classifieds
For Sale
Eng !ish Sheepd og
Magnificent, champion
red, AKC. Loveable, shaggy
. Very reasonable prices in
for loving home .
Old

~N

YOIl FIN D TIL
BRYANT F ACIlLTY
A F I LIP PEL L IRE G P L S MIT H KYO

D A I E IRS ERN I W I R A R ILL RES T E Y
H E L R I R TOT 0 S R A Q U G Z C H B E H J K A
I Z T T J S H L L X V I N B T T S TEA R N S Q K

I - - - - - - - - -- --IN F L X F. N Y N U V POP 0 H 0 F. F.
1965 Dodge Dart. Four
Radio and Motorola Tape G U C K I R 0 A X N TIS FIN V L
ck. Good condition. $300. P M J R F. SeA ~ PER. A ,. E J A C
teve Benn, 568-8823 or M T 0 F IT L L F. R. or n N R. S R or R t.r
31·4887.
,n R. I GAlT C H F. R D G Y 0 I H or I
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 !!Y ,. R R. L M A t.r t L NY" H J( C S K
Volvo Parts: Would like to
some Volve 122's body parts. Y F. S " S C H F. L 0 7. X C L ARK F.
294-2027. Ask for Mike.
F ISH M l.J A N L MAR S F. L T. A H
IT,. () 0 H E K A LAN G t 0 I S L
1972 Yamaha 125 cc G () tT L D 7. K F. S L 0 tT L l" N R T R
Enduro. Excellent condition. L n P I P ~ I F. N R ,. S n I R R. ,. A
Only 475 miles. Call 647 -3608
R IT R R 0 G T L ,. EAR n S S 0 ~..f L
between 5 & 6 p.m.
~------------------... _It P ,. T I n J F. I. n Y R. 'R r. r. ReI
Single Horse Trailer. F H F l" F. IT G Y 1T G n C F H S I K n
Excellent condition. Call F L S () P L () S 0 N P n t.T "f G NSF
647-3608 after 5 p.m.
F. G M N S S L J( ft P n n LAn ~ L ,
R F. I ,. r. ,. J SUS SMA N n () F. n
JP was here
,. R J A L () " R R Y ANT L n N R A
y ~ SID N F. t L TT J( () {oJ T r. 7. I F.
Personals
S 0 or Nne n LAP n t L A r. 0 TT A
Happy Birthday Snapper!
WAR. F. Y N n L n s 'T' S CHI F. R E

t-----------------I

.....----------f

t----------------.. . .

~----------------~
Dear Cornwall-Hope
day is delightful-Beware of 350
Yamaha.

FILIPPELLI
PERLOW
PROVOST
Dear 3001: When will you FERGUSON
come to the Rathskeller for a REYNOLDS
little party? The B
WEAVER
~--------------------~ SMITH
Dear Little ------: I want to GAUCHER
make it with you! 36FFF
FONTAINE
r---------------------------------------------f-------~~----------_f ILACQUA
GOULSTON
Dear Stud: It's not too late!
GUCK
The Phantom and Friends.

1fienfen ~asses will be

held Mon. thru Fri. at 2 p.m. in
Meeting Rm. C - 351
Crossword Answers

KNOX
SWEENEY
CLARK
BAINS
KEELEY
, FISCHMAN
LYONS
GAUTHIER
OBUTELEWICZ
ESTEY
CAMPER
ELNAGGAR
STEARNS

L N M N Y 1.1 N

K I I
M L "i
0 X P
J or F.
ReF

X 0
R
L tT
N T
n F.

r.

T
n
n
R

-0
X
t.T

P

l" I

A P F. R. T. n t<1
I l" I n F. G S
N n n V t.] F. Y
s -n A VIS n
J( W E J C () R.
Y () N S 7. R J(
I 0 H F. U ft S
S n A H L 'T' r.
X G Y 1. S R J
I. NAG GA R
A t.,T R TT V F. l"
,. F. S G V n TT
F. M or A n TT T
r. H F. A n 7. 0
or WIN G W A

LONG
GOULD
SOULOS
SUSSMAN
PIASICK
OLIN SKY
WOOD
DAVIS
WALL
LANGLOIS
ROBINSON
COTE
RAFFERTY

LUKOWICZ
PALTER
NORDIN
MARSELLA
NGWA
YORKS

COX
BATES
EVARTS
FULLERTON
APTT
BIRT

Abortion
Free placement
Free Pregnancy Test
Medicaid Accepted
CALL
595-4220
Controlled Parenthood
Suite 55
200 W. 72nd St.
Safei Low - Cost
Conf:idential

The Faculty, Administrators, and Staff of Bryant
College ar e c o r dia ll y invited to at t od the
Concelebrated Mass with the Most Reverend Louis E.
Gelineau, Bishop of Providence, on Sunday, April
8th. at 12:00 noon in the Koffler Rotunda.
We would appreciate your participation in this
Mass on Sunday.
F ther Barrette

A non - profit organiza tiom

'THE CATHO LIC PRIESTHOOD TAKES A PERSON PAST

MRS. MARTI N

READER
AND

-.

ADVISOR

THE HIGH SO UNDING WORDS OF THE GOSPEL TO THE
BREA KING POINT OF ASK ING A M AN WH ETHER HE
REALLY WANTS TO LIVE THE GOSPEL IN HIS O W N
LIFE FOR THE SAKE OF OTHER PEOPLE.
if you are interested in knowing more about
the PRIESTHOOD . . . this notice is for YOU ! ! !

Help on all

TWO DAYS OF INFORMAL DISCUSSION AND PRAYER ON

Problems _of life,
Love, Business
and Marri ag e .

ME and the PRIESTHOOD

. She has succeeded
where othrs hay. fail ed.DON'T FAIL -TO SEE H ER

MRS. MARTIN
Gifted spiritual Reader
and Advisor.

1206 Hartford Av e.
Johnston, R.I.

272·5332

Open from 9 CIoI1lo ;till 9 p.m.
No aPJlointm4tf'lt needed,
call for information.

date: APRIL 19 & 20, 1973 (1 p.m. Thursday -

6 p.m. Friday)

place: SEMINARY COLLEGE, WARWICK, RHODE ISLAND
Cost: FREE!!!
FOR INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION CALL 739·6850 between 9:30 & 5:00
discussion leaders:
Rev. Donal Kehew, Brown University Chaplain
Rev. Alfred Lonardo, Catholic Family Services
Rev. Richard Sheahan, Diocesan Vocation Counselor

-
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THE ARCHWAY

AIM's · number-one demand
was " ... that the highest-ranking
official in the Department of
I n te r i or . . . co me to m eet
immediately at Wounded Knee to
discuss problems and to offer
solutions ..."
I n re s po nse, the Interior
De partment sent an Assistant
Solicitor General , who had no
decisio n-making power and was
not allowed to talk to the press.
They claimed that " ...the
Interior Department, as a matter
of policy and law , will not and
cannot interfere with the rights
of Indians to govern
the mse I ves . . .. " and said the
problem was ~n internal tribal
matter.
AIM termed this "a complete
lie" saying, " .. .Interior can do
anythin g, anytim e, on any
reservation they want to ... "
Government negotiations and
police operations have been taken
over by the Justice Department,
and there seems to have been
some ap pare nt feuding over
jurisdictio n between the Justice
and Interior Departments .
There has been much shifting
around and granting of minor
concessions , but negotiati ons are
still at an impasse .
A government spokesperson
has said " ... Let us make things
perf ctly clear ... there never was
any amnesty, and there never will
be any amnesty ...The position we
have taken does not represent
any de part ure from the attitude
of re as o nablen ess we have
maintai ned .. .even in the face of
terrorism ...The position taken by
the leaders at Wounded Knee
amounts to nothing more t11a,
intolerable blackmail. "
Means responded to this by
saying, "I call it blackmail when
our children are forced to attend
board ing
hools away from
home nine months a year; when
the police jail the drunks but no t
lhe bootleggers; w hen we are
forced to d eal wi th white
businessmen who dominate our
towns; when a tribal chief can
hiIe 'goon' squads with federal
funds; when the government
holds our land in trust. They
offer us two choices-jailor
dea th-and to hell with our
demands. That's blackmail."

In addition to the conflict
with t he federal government,
Wou nd ed Knee is al so a
gra ssroots struggle addressing
local problems.
The government and Sioux
Tri bal Chief Richard Wilson have
called the AIM action a "tribal
power play." They say AIM seeks
to take over the large Pine R idge
Re e rvation as a base of
operations and funds.
Wilson cl ai ms that AIM
couldn't wi n in tribal elections
later this year so they have
resorted to the occupation. The
government claims AIM can't
supersede the duly·elected Tribal
Council's autonomy.
The tribal "program analyst"
estimates unemployment as high
as 70%. Others say that of the
11,000 Sioux on the reservation,
only 900 have jobs. Poverty ,
alcoholism, and suicide are said
to be rampant on the reservation.
Three Sioux councilmen filed
charges again t Wilson February 8
for hiring friends and relatives,
ope ra tin g w ithout a budget,
misuse of tribal funds, and fail ure
to call the Tribal Council into
session .
T he three walked out of
council impeachment hearings
claiming the judge was not
impartial. They were followed by
150 people, marching to the BI
where Director Stanley Wyman
refuse d to meet with them.
Wilson was supported by the
20-member Council by a vote of
14-0. This was the fourth attempt
at his impeachment since he took
office in April.
The Oglala Sioux Civil Rights
Organization represents many of
the people opposed to Wilson.
Their representatives point out
that the constitution under which
Wilson governs was drawn up for
the Indians by the government.
They say that Wilson, elected
by a reported 10 peTcent of the
eligible voters, uses intimidaLio n
to co ntrol council members.
Pe titi ons de man d ing a new
co nsti t ution and elections are
being circulated.
AIM states that they have the
support of 80 percent of the
peo ple and that ix of the ight
m pris in g the
d l s tri ts
reserva tio n h a ve vo t ed for

Continued

Track

Struggle At Wounded Knee

Continued From Page 5

Wilson's impeachment.
They also say that seven
council members have resigned
and a quorum no longer exists.
Wilson replied to this charge by
saying he hadn't been able to
reach most council members
since the confro ntation began .
Vern Long, co-chairman of
the Civil Rights Organi zation,
s a id that Wilson to t ally
disregarded petitions in the past
an d that " .. .Wilson run the
B I A I Indian Police , the Tribal
Council, and his private 'goon'
squad of about 30 men."
AIM was asked to come in
here after we got tired of hitting
a stone wall. Eighty percent of
the Indians in Wounded Knee are
Oglala Siou_x,'~ Lo_ng said. _.

Page

From

Many bitter feelings have
been generated on t he
reservation . Schools have been
closed. The BIA has been closed
to all but the staff, marshals, and
the press; therefore, people can't
collect their checks.
Wilson blames AIM, calling
the m "outside troublemakers"
and has urged peoRle to t.ake up
arms to oust them.
AIM blames Wilson and the
federal govern ment. They seem
determined to hold out until
their demands are met.
T here is a sign scrawled on
the door of the Wounded Knee
trading post. It reads : "It's better
to die on your feet than to live
on your knees ... We die only

12

Riley can bolster the attack , his
efforts could be in vain.
Overall, Brya nt will be
fielding pretty much the same
team as last season. The Indians
will most likely pick up most of
its points in the field events. The
running events will be a constant
headache for Coach Drury, and
this weakness will undoubtedly
cost ' Bryant a few meets. -Yet
anything can happen, and th.
s eas on sh ould be a mos
interesting one to say the least. In
any ase , the Archway Sports
Staff wishes Coach Drury and his
squad the best of luck in the
coming season . Note :' The team's
rrnt meet of the eason is h
this Saturday afternoon.

"

Bryant College Bookstore,
Distribution Center
For All Your School Supplies.
Flair Pens

Sic Pens
Notebooks
Paperbacks

Magazines

Blue Jeans
Blue Jean
Jackets

Greeting Cards

Posters

Clothing

Food
Health+Beauty Aids

·TV's

Cosmetics

Stereos

Sweatshirts

Tapa -Players

Come In And Browse

Clock Radios
IUSiNESfuaos

Champagne Bros.

MBA'., ".A'a. leA'., CPA'.

4" Busl.,... grada wan~ to work 1" Catne~n. Colombia,
Lesotho, Liberia. Samoa. Malawi. ek. a • .

re-introduces

,

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

269 Busl,.... graduat.. wanted for
VISTA
. Anlgnmenfa In this country.
Gain YOIuoble entrepreneurial exp · ..ttlng up co-ops. credit
unions, corporations. As.I.t smoll bu.lnesses and ..t long ~nge
economic goal. at all level. of ho.t country government. More
responalt,jUty thon most employers give to rec.nt ..,...
Visit th. Placement Office for Information
0It CAlL COUECT

MuRIEL COOKE
(617) 223-6366
PEACE CORPS I VISTA

it V B rOll BBA

MERCUR Y COU GAR 2· DOOR
HARDTOP "11th Specia l "'Bronze
Age" Trim Option. Includes new
Bronz e e~t nor color with new
Broozev'nyl rool, nevi Bronze and

THE LIBRARY
Rt. 7 D uglas Pike

Tan Intellor, plus much

JJaj ·

Every Thursday
~S:JBh~ggj;~~~(~
[)"
And With This Coupon

your.
and get
o
1 Free Drink
~I :I01C!_:~m;:pbt::::lOtlC :;i.Q
OW

LINCOLN

1 Mile No. of Washington Higbway, Rt. U6 Jet.
OPEN DAILY 9 to 9, SAT. 9 to 5

Only Facto ry Authorl%ed Dealer in

The Blackstone Valley

HAPPY HOUR
ALLDAY F IDAY!I!

• ••••••.• ••••••
1 MeatbaJl

Sandwich for 50¢

••••••••••••••
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If you think Kodak is just
retty pictures,you ought to have
your chest examined.
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential
killer like TB or cancer, it's not a pretty picture. But it's an
important picture because it can help the doctor detect and
catch the killer in time.
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers,
they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get. And
that's why people at Kodak spend so many hours creating
new and better x-ray film equipment. Already, the results in-

clude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital,
an even more useful tool for the radiologist- and, most important, reduced radiation exposure.
Researching and creating better x-ray films is good
for our business, which is why we went into them in the first
place. But it does our society good, too - which isn't a bad
feeling. After all, our business depends on our society-so we
care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.·
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Bryant Baseball Season Opens At Home
Saturday, April 7
Indian Track
Opens Their
Season With
Quard M et At
Home Sat
~PRINr,

~ "t .

APRIL
7

~un.

R

•
<;at.
1\10n.
l-!ed.
Frio
Sat.
Tues.
l\le d.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.

3()

Tues.
~-!ed •

'MAY
1
2

~ved

~at.

Mon.
Thurs.
Sat.

11
14
1';
1R

?n
21
24
25
2R
2q

.5

7
1n
12

1Q71

~A~FMLL

~CHEntTLF

~a s s on

<; t • Fra ncis
'Roger Pi] IiaMS
S. M.JI. (2 games)
Ror,er lJHH "MS
Rrirlp.e~.!a tf"r (2 gaMes)
,",us son
Nichols
~entley

'RTf.'
Haven (2
Rahson
Harrington

Ne~y

~a",es)

~tonphill

C;uffolk
Nichols
Fastern f.onn.
nuinnipiacRIf.

p.m.
p.m.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
p.TIt.

1
12
1
1
1
n.Y'1.
1:1n r.m.
2
n.m.
3
p.m.
12
n.m.
2
p.m.
3
11.m.

p.M.
1
n.m.
1: 1n p.m.
1
n.M.
.1
p.m.
P.TIt.
3

Home
Horne
A~.ra y

A~"a v

nome
Al.yaV
,",orne
HOT'le
A~yay

Awav
Home
HOfIle
HOMe

Away
Home
A~.!av

HOTlte
HoTlte
Home

Ed Raky Wins State Titles
This past Sunday , Ed Raky ,
premier lable ten ni ' star of New
England, won his fifth Rhode
Island Stat Championship. In
dOing s , he subdued defending
c h ampi o n J ack De ver e a u x .
Lu d low Baily ca tured men's
class " B" and class " A" t itles
while Ed Raky teamed up with
Jack Devereaux and defeated
Irving Levine and "Doc" Lupien
in doubles fo r the second straight
year. This annual to urnament
cellent direction of
under the
"Do" L u pien, drew 35
participants. Bryant College was
VI II re p r e
nted by Ne il

ac co mplish perfect 3·0 match
victories against his brother and
Devereaux. T his enabled him to
harvest his fift h stat e title in ight
years. Raky s fi ne spor tsmanship
c om pl em e n te d h is s up e r ior
performance.
Ludlow (Beatie) Bailey, a
sensational player (rom Brown
Universit y
displayed
his
awesome talents in winning both
m e n's "A" and "B" singles
championships. Beatie beat two
established veterans in the fi nals
of each of these divisions. Beatie
triumpbed over Tony Vasquez
f or the class "B" title and
de pri ved determined Jack
Buckham by edging him out 2·1
for class "A" honors.
The..1·
'f (Ed) Raky .
Devereau. . _Jd too powerful
f or t he L e vi n e - Lup ie n
By Micb ael Kata combination . T his team of Le vine
- Lupien are still looking for their
appear to be in t he playoffs are
fift h doubles title. After losing
the Rai d e rs, wh o won the
the first game in overtime, the
Schaeffer Tournament earlier this .
team of Raky . Devereaux won
year, the Commuter 7 who are ,
the next two games and along
tw o·t ime defending intram ural
w i th them the state doubles
champions, Ebony 5, and either
cham pionshi p.
RoDies Meat Market or the 4gers.
In th e consolation round
Am ong t h e Fraternity teams S par ky Ja m es defeated Ray
most likely in the nlayoffs will be Danielson in two games. The
d either Phi w h ol e tournament was very
TKE, TEP, lIT,
Sigma Nu, last yea j champions, exciting and interesting to watch.
or Delta Sig.
T o morr o w an d Sunday the
The Grubs, SIX, BSO, and Providence Open will be held.
the Sibbie will most likely be This tournament ....'ill draw many
competing fo r the women's of the n a tion's top players.
championship. s I see it now, it Anyone interested in seeing table
should be TKE.and the Raiders in t ennis at its best should see this
t h e final s for t h e m e n's tournament. It w ill take place at
championship with the Raiders 741 Westminster St., PrOvidence,
winning it all. Also, the Grubs are between about I p.m. and 8·9
my pick to win the women's p.m . Saturday and Sunday. If
cham pionsip. Good luck to all anyone needs a ride speak to any
the teams involved!
member of our table tennis team.

Goldma n, Howard Schreiber ,
Lawr e n ce Sel vin , and Dale
Speicher.
Thirty-o ne year old Ed Raky ,
a member of the collegiate
league, played superbly durin g
the seven hour tournament. On
his way to the men's singles
champ io nship, Raky defeated
Jack Buckham, Haig Raky (Ed's
bro t h e r ), and f in a lly Ja ck
Devereaux. Tn a closely fought
battle- against Jack Buckham in
the fi rst round, Raky overcame a
2·1 game deficit and won that
match . This -dory proved to be
th e b oo s t R a k y needed to

Spring is here, and it is time
to usher in another Bryant Spring
Track Season. This yeaes edition
is pretty much a carbon copy of
last year 's squad wi th a few
minor exceptions. For instance ,
the team has acquired a new
coach over the course of the
winter. With the resignation of
Frederick Reinhardt as B C track
mentor, Assistant Athletic
Director Leon Drury has become
Bryant's new head coach. Even
though Mr. Drury is noted mostly
for his basketball know·how, his
ove rall athletic expertise may
very well bring Bryant every
successful track season .
Unfortunately, Coach Drury
does not have any control over
the amount of talent at his
disposal. He has managed to lure
Bruce Stewart back to the team.
Bruce still holds the school high
jump record, and he w ill
undoubtedly add more strength
to the Indians' powerful field
team. Coach Drury may have
been able to coax some of
Bryant's former trackmen to
return for another season, but he
still stands to lost some valuable
performances in the javelin, pole
vault hurdles, mile and three
mile 'events. Regardless of these
negative points, there should be
some exciting individual
performances this year.
One of Bryant ' s top
performers , Blaise Ravalli will
again be anchoring a stro ng
w eig htm en c o ntin gent. Last
season, Blaise broke Bryant's shot
put mark on many occasions, and

by Peter LOti:.kateh'
other field events, the
performances of Bruce Hall and
Murray Williams will be most
beneficial to the India n~s cause.
Hall had 3n x tremely satisfying
season in the long jump this
season. Like Ravalli , Bruce made
record br eaking a habit. His finest
performance of the season came
in the 1972 Tri Stat e Track and
F ield
Cham p s , wh ere
established the existing school
long jump mark of 21'8" and
placed thid in the triple jump. If
Bruce can avoid the nagging leg
injuries of last year, he may add
the New England Champs to his
list of long jump wins. With
Wil liams in uniform, Br ant
failed to lose one triple jump
event. Murray's finest jour came
at SMU last season . He tripled
jumped 40'6", and he certainly
hopes to tack on a few more feet
to the record this year.
Undoubtedly, Coach Drury's

In

main weakn esses lie in the
running events . With t he
graduation of Roy Lapidus and
Dan Bergander, D rury has only
Da ve Stone, Ste ve O lso n ,
Co·Captain Mark Ro bbtns, and
RICh Collard ret urning to action.
Stone, Bryant's finest Cross
Country performer will be trying
to make the transition from the
880 to the mile. Dave was quite
succe ful in the 880 last year
with a record 2: 00J performance
to his :credit , a nd hi s past
experience will be valuable in the
mile . Joining Dave in the mile
will be Soph teve Olson. Steve
owns th present mile record, and

Intramural aske ball
PI yoffs Next Week
Twe l ve tea ms will begin
competing next week fo r their
respective championshi ps in both
the M n's and Women 's leagues.
In the Men's Divison, the top
four teams fro m the Fraternity
League and the top two teams
from bot h Divison and Division
B of the lndep nden t League will
c o m pe te for their respective
championshi ps with both champs
meeting to decide the Bryant
In tram ural Championshi p. The
Women's Championsbip will be
decided in a fou r team playoff,
with the two first round winners
playing for the championship.
his y ear's playoffs will
match some of the- top teams in
the school such as the Raiders,
the Comm uter 7, TKE , and TEP,
just to name a few. The four
independent teams that right now

he ended the season with a best
of 47' 9 1/2" at the N.A.l.A.
District Cbamps.Ravalli figures
to continue his record breaking
ritual again this season. and
hopefully he will attain the magic
50' and a berth in the ew
England Champs. Ravalli can also
,-,-pect onsiderable help from
t eam rna tes John Jenkins and
Co ·C apt ai n Ken Hendricks n .
John has both the discus and
hammer records, and he is sure to
improve on lhose marks again
th is se a so n . C o· Cap t.
He n dr ickson performed under
the shadows of Jenkins & Ravalli
last season , but his determination
may make for some individual
surprises. No doubt, the weight
ven ts may well be Bryant's
strongest point.

he is SUTt:' to eive Bryant a much
needed o~'e -two punch in the
event. S t eve w ill also join
teammate Rich Collard in the
longer three mile race. How much
Collard wiu be able to contribute
to the team is questionable. Rich
has been in hard training f.or
Boston Marathon, and it will
take much work 'to get in Corm
for the shorter distance events.
Co·Captain Robbins was a fine
back u p to Bergander in the
hurdles, and he served as the
squ d' s o ve rall utility man.
Wh at e ve r Ma rk d ecides to
compete in this year will help the
team, but unless freshmt'n John
Dross, Paul Buszak and Mike

Continued on page 10

